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Chapter 1879
George gritted his teeth and greeted the true floater’s ancestor ten thousand times.

Obviously, True Floater is reminding himself not to fight back rashly at such times. Once
you consume too much in such a place, let’s not say whether you can retreat all over
your body. Even if you can, it can be consumed heavily by George. In terms of going to
the contest again, it is tantamount to sending equipment specifically.

This true floater really hit the seven inches of George with a single word, making George
hesitate suddenly.

But at the same time, George was extremely confused, what the hell was this real
floater?

First, he gave a mysterious talisman, and then told himself to be careful with many
people today. Now, he is really operating like a tiger, and he stands on the opposite side
of everyone.

What is his intention for doing this?

George wanted to know, but at this time, obviously there was no chance to ask any
more questions. Faced with the people who had attacked like a flood, George had
nothing to do except barely transport a small amount of energy to resist. select.

After retreating several figures, George was directly approached by everyone.

If George couldn’t resist the siege of so many people if he didn’t use his full strength,
then he would have to die now.

Thinking about it, just when George was about to fight with them, the real floater said
again at this time: “Chu Tian,   want to prove that you and him are not in the same
group, the best way, then Just shot him personally and killed him.”

Chu Tian was obviously taken aback, but the next second, he still snorted coldly,
“Naturally I am not in the same group with him.”

“That’s good, use your previous fixation mechanism to freeze George.” Real floater
smiled.

Hearing this, Chu Tian and George glanced at this old guy in bewilderment almost at the
same time. How did he know that Chu Tian had a body technique?



Moreover, looking at his self-confident appearance, it seemed as if he knew that Chu
Tian had beaten George.

However, that was a long time ago, how did this old guy know? !

At this time, George suddenly had an extremely terrifying thought in his heart, that is, the
old man, the real floater, who has been tracking himself in secret, otherwise, how can he
seem to know a lot of things? ! But the problem is that with his own cultivation base and
guards’ guards, especially after the Chutian incident, the guards’ embankment is tighter,
it is obviously impossible to track oneself without being discovered.

Seeing the presence of God and God in this old way day, could it be that he has the
ability of an unknown prophet? !

“What are you doing in a daze? Hurry up.” Real Floater laughed.

Chu Tian nodded, and when he took the yellow talisman in his hand, he was about to
burn in the air. At this moment, Zhen Float suddenly raised his throat and said to George,
“George, you have no retreat, unless , You jump to the cliff behind you.”

“Although it’s a little taller, it’s far better to be beaten to pieces than to be beaten with no
scum left.”

“Perhaps, if you are lucky, you can get a life back!”

George glanced at the real floater coldly. What the hell was this damned fellow doing? !

However, his words reminded George to some extent that although there was a
bottomless abyss behind him, it was also a chance to escape by himself.

Although the abyss behind him is too deep and too deep, it is almost impossible to see
the bottom.

But ordinary people dare not, George dare.

Of course, this confidence is not George himself, but the Immortal Profound Armor.
Even if the depth is too deep, George believes that the Immortal Armor is capable of
protecting his body from too much damage under a heavy fall.

Moreover, the most important thing for George is that there is something in the real
floater’s words. Even though he still doesn’t know what the old man means, but George
always feels that he seems to have something. I was helping myself again.

Although this feeling was baseless, George didn’t have many choices at this time.

Thinking of this, George suddenly used a force in his hand, and after forcibly knocking
back everyone in front of him, he stopped thinking about it, turned over and jumped
directly off the cliff.



George’s sudden jump from the cliff caused no one to reflect.

Xiaotao and Qin Simin stood there all alone, and at the moment George jumped off the
cliff, they seemed to have lost their souls.

Although the two have different attitudes towards George, one thing is the same, that is,
their deep love for George, but one is hidden because of their different positions, and
the other is because they dare not confess. Deeply buried, at this time, as George
jumped, the hearts of the two people followed their throats. The next second, they fell
again and fell to pieces.

“Fuck, this dog bitch jumped off a cliff.” Someone said unwillingly.

“Hehe, anyway, there are 10,000 meters under this cliff. I’m afraid this kid doesn’t know.
This place is near Qishan, the top of Qishan, the top of the world, which cliff near here is
not full, even many abysses. It’s endless, jumping into it, not seeking a dead end, what
is it?”

“That’s right, the abyss near Qishan is not comparable to cliffs in other places. You can
ascend to the sky and escape with just one flight with energy. On the top of Qishan, this
kid is completely dreaming. Under this abyss, influenced by Qishan, The wrong sect is
complicated, and the undercurrent is with the black hole. Once it goes down, it is
basically impossible to come out in this life.”

“Perhaps tens of thousands of years later, he is still falling down in the abyss.”

“Hahahahaha!”

A group of “people with lofty ideals” saw George jumped off the cliff, but after a moment
of shock, they turned into endless mockery. Anyone who has a little bit of common
sense about the Bafang world knows that jumping off a cliff in any mountain range near
the top of Qishan Mountain is equivalent to pushing an ordinary person without any
cultivation skills from the sky.

There is simply no possibility of survival.

Not to mention those endless abysses.

The endless abyss is a characteristic abyss on the top of Qishan. Once a person falls,
he will instantly lose his cultivation. The body is as if being emptied. There is nothing left
except consciousness. The most terrifying thing is that this endless abyss is so called. ,
Is never ending.

People will always fall into the abyss forever forever.

For many people, falling into it is tantamount to being subjected to the cruelest torture in
the world.



This was the case for George at this time.

After jumping off the cliff and falling for about a few hundred meters, no one was chasing
him. At this time, he just picked up the energy and tried to fly up, but just when he had
just reached his capacity, the whole person suddenly felt his body Completely out of
control.

Chapter 1880
Immediately afterwards, George was like an airplane that had no fuel and lost its lift, and
his body continued to fall at an extremely fast speed.

George was very anxious. He couldn’t figure out what happened for a while, so he could
only try to stimulate energy again and again.

A few minutes passed, but George still found that all his attempts were useless.

“You stupid, if someone asks you to jump off a cliff, you just jump, and you don’t want to
think about where this is. If I guess it is correct, we have fallen into the endless abyss.”

At this moment, Linlong’s voice came, with a slight reproach.

Seeing George puzzled, Linlong told George about the situation of the endless abyss.
George’s heart was ashamed after hearing it. This meant that he would stay here
forever, immortal? !

“People are obviously pitting you. You guy, who has always been smart, but he believes
in the old-fashioned way at such a critical time. Now it’s fine, you’ve fallen into the trap,
and others will outsmart you and become famous in the future. Shock!” Linlong
complained.

In the past few days, he is almost the same as Xiao Bai. He is recuperating in George’s
body. Both beasts are injured because of saving George. Xiaobai’s Void Sect calls out
thousands of beasts to come to help. The energy consumption is huge. In addition, it
had just been born, and after George was safe, he would cultivate with peace of mind
and never wake up.

“Then what should I do now?” George said, “Is there a way to crack it?”

In fact, George still doesn’t feel that the old man is not the cause of what happened now,
because he really doesn’t think that the old fellow who really floated deliberately cheated
himself.

But Linlong’s words did make sense, which made George unable to argue.

“What else can I do? Wait for death!” Linlong said without annoyance: “In the endless
abyss, all energy will be immune. Of course, your body can still move. Of course, you



think you can swim in the breaststroke style. It’s not impossible to thump up in the same
way.”

Obviously, in the latter sentence, Lin Long was teasing George, swimming up with a
swimming attitude. The air is not water, how can he swim up? Moreover, the most
important thing is that even if he can swim, George has no idea how deep he has fallen
in the past ten minutes. This is just a frog swim method, and it is estimated that he will
not be able to do it in a few years. Go up.

George was lazy to deal with this guy, and still refused to give up and tried all kinds of
ways, because George knew that he could not be trapped here.

A few hours later, George lay directly in the air exhausted, letting his body fall freely.

It’s not that he refuses to give up, but that he really has no choice.

He tried any method he could think of, but it was all useless. Apart from wasting his
energy, nothing changed.

At this moment, he looked at the yellow talisman that Zhen Float had given him in a
daze. Only then did George really feel that Linlong’s words might be really unfortunate.

Damn, did you really misunderstand the wrong person, and was fooled by the old thing
like the real floater? But what’s the point of him pitting himself? !

Do you just want to rely on killing yourself? George feels that this seems unlikely. When
he knew his identity, taking the Pan Gu Axe should be his goal.

Going around in such a big circle just to get the upper hand in that temporary alliance?
Obviously impossible.

George couldn’t figure it out, but thought this real floater was really weird.

Even this talisman is weird.

Having nothing to do, George decided to try this yellow talisman. Anyway, he has
thoroughly followed the real floater’s way, and it is not too bad.

However, George really didn’t know how to use this yellow symbol. He tried to stick it on
his forehead, his hands, and even his waist, but it didn’t seem to be useful.

“Isn’t it, I was really overcast by that old man?” George said depressed.

Thinking that he had been wise for decades, and finally overturned the boat in the gutter,
George was still a little depressed.

At this moment, a silent voice suddenly floated in the air.



“You can use your blood with a yellow talisman so that it can be used by you. Put it on
your body, do you think you are a zombie? Even if you are, this talisman is not a zombie
cure.”

Hearing the voice, George was stunned: “Linlong, do you know how to use it? Don’t you
tell me?”

“Do you think that is my voice?” Lin Long said.

Hearing Linlong’s words and voices, George was shocked and frowned. It was obvious
that the two voices were completely different.

In other words, it wasn’t the Linlong talking at all just now, but if it wasn’t for it, who could
it be? !

Beastmaster Xiaobai was resting, and even if he happened to wake up just now, his
voice was definitely not the case.

That voice was more like that of an old man. Speaking of the old man, George suddenly
felt that the real floater’s voice was very opposite to him.

Could it be a real floater? !

“Brother, you have fallen into the endless abyss for a few hours, hundreds of thousands
of kilometers away from the top of the cliff, do you think he is talking on it, can you hear it?
You are still naive when you are here again I think that when you jumped down, he also
jumped down with you to accompany you? You are afraid that your brain is pretty
funny.” Lin Long said dissatisfied.

Chapter 1881
It is indeed a bit uncomfortable with George’s decision, because the endless abyss is
really a place where you can’t go out. Although it will not be fatal, it is more
uncomfortable than death.

George nodded, and what he said made sense. True Floaters, like those who are dead
and not poor, could not come to him who gave up his life for righteousness.

But if it wasn’t him, who could it be?

Is it possible that there are others in this endless abyss? !

But soon, George ruled out this idea himself.

In such a place, how can there be anyone else besides yourself? !

This is not true, so is it, is there a ghost here? !



“Who is Senior? Please show up and speak.” George asked aloud at this time.

As soon as the shout came out, within a few seconds, in the empty endless abyss, there
was nothing but a faint echo.

“senior?”

I shouted again, but in the abyss, still no one answered. George was very depressed,
but he still chose to try the method according to the voice. He bit his finger and put the
blood directly on the yellow talisman.

Huang Fu suddenly flashed a fierce golden light, George was too close to him, and he
couldn’t open his eyes. Then, the yellow talisman flew straight toward George’s
eyebrows, and finally got directly into the center of his eyebrows.

At this time, George, after Huang Fu flew in, didn’t notice any abnormality. After he
opened his eyes, he suddenly realized that the scene that had passed by in front of him
was almost gray. At that time, it turned into seven colors.

As if I were in the middle of a rainbow, and when I looked down, there was no longer a
bottomless dark, but a green grass.

Although I am very far away from that piece of grass!

This…what is going on?

Could it be an illusion? !

At this moment, the voice rang again: “I said earlier that the naked eye and the mind will
have a misunderstanding that follows the seven emotions and six desires, but the
heavenly eye talisman will not. Now, take a good look. This world has always been
misunderstood.”

This time, George can be very sure that this voice is the real floater of the dead man,
including his naked eyes, heart eyes, George also remembers, these are all things he
told himself last night.

“True floater, where are you? What the hell are you doing?” George raised his head and
looked towards the top of his head. Above his head, there was a blue sky and white
clouds, but there was no one at all.

The only response to George was his own.

“True in Hua Shane, but floating in the world, this is true floating.”

After a while, there was a hearty laugh, and then there was no more movement.



It is really a real floater. Although he did not answer to himself, he explained the
meaning of his name and explained the problem.

“This is impossible. In the endless abyss, unless someone specifically jumps into the
same abyss with us and is very close, otherwise, there will be no other people’s voice at
all.” Linlong is also sure to be true. After the floater, the whole person couldn’t believe
this was the truth.

Each endless abyss is an independent system. In it, unless they are in the same abyss,
it is impossible to communicate. And George and others have fallen into it for a few
hours, and they are already far from the top of the mountain, these are…

However, this is indeed the sound of a real floater.

“How did this true floater do it?” Linlong said strangely.

“The most important thing is this talisman it gave me. After using it, I seem to have seen
a different scene in it.” George shook his head, also very surprised in his heart.

“A different situation? In the endless abyss, what else can be different?” Lin Long asked
strangely.

“The grass, the blue sky and the white clouds, even around us are rainbows!” George
told Linlong about the wonders he had seen.

Hearing this, Linlong looked at George incredulously: “Are you serious?”

“There is no falsehood!”

“How is this possible? The bottom of the endless abyss is a bottomless black hole,
where are other colors? George, what is going on?” Lin Long wondered.

Obviously, these things are beyond his cognition.

George shook his head: “Tell me one more thing that surprised you.”

“what’s up?”

“We have been falling to the bottom grass, but we are about to fall to the bottom.”
George said.

“What?!” Linlong was even more shocked. The endless abyss has no bottom, how could
it fall to the end? !

This makes it feel incredible.

“There are five seconds left!”



George was also sweating a little on his brows, and his eyes stared at the ground getting
closer and closer. It was going to the end, is it really going to be the end?

In the endless abyss, is there really a bottom?

Isn’t it the legend that eternal life and eternal life will keep falling inside, and there will
never be an end? How can it have a bottom? !

But what he saw in front of him was very real. On the green grass, as he got closer,
George could even see the crystal clear dew on the tip of the grass.

Does the endless abyss really have a bottom?

Chapter 1882
“boom!”

With a muffled sound, in the indistinguishable fall of illusion and reality, before George’s
whole body could reflect, his body suddenly hit the ground unsuspectingly.

Immediately afterwards, George’s eyes went black and he fainted.

George smashed a huge hole more than two meters deep on the green ground…

When he woke up again, George didn’t know how long it was. It was just that the grass
on the ground had withered, and when he looked around, he had an infinite sight. Under
the sunlight, it was like gold everywhere.

At this time, the sunlight hanging in the sky was golden and red, and it was already a
good setting sun, but the autumn wind was blowing.

Shaking his head, George felt a splitting headache: “Where is this?”

Climbing out of the pit, George moved his muscles and looked around curiously. Is this
the bottom of the endless abyss? !

“It’s really big enough. I didn’t die from such a high place. George didn’t die?” George
looked up at the sky with lingering fear, wondering whether it was a blessing or a curse.

“What is this?” Suddenly, George noticed that beside the pothole, there was a stone
monument, not big, about twenty centimeters.

There are three big characters written on it in a strange but elegant font: The Book of
Heaven.

“Linlong, are you still alive? If you can’t die, tell me what is the heavenly book world?”
George frowned slightly as he looked at the stone tablet.



“Is there any words on it?” Linlong asked weakly.

“Have!”

Linlong was suddenly very strange: “Why can you see things I can’t?”

“I don’t know, could it be the Sky Eye Talisman that True Floater gave me?” George
asked strangely.

Linlong nodded, murmured for a moment, and asked: “Where is this true floater sacred?
Give you a talisman, so you can see different things? And, can we also come out of the
endless abyss?”

Linlong’s words were actually what George was considering. This old Taoist priest just
gave a yellow talisman, but it was so magical.

Is he really just a Taoist leader?

At this moment, there was a loud voice in the sky, and the joy was good: “One hundred
and seventy thousand and forty-one days, here, there are finally new guests, kids,
hello.”

“Who?! Who is talking again?”

“True floater, is that you?”

Hearing the sound, George immediately looked around anxiously.

“You don’t have to look for it, this day is me, the earth is me, the air is me, the trees are
me, everything is me, and I am everything here.” The sky was full of laughter.

“Then who are you?” George frowned.

“Me? My name is Heavenly Book, Bahuang Heavenly Book.”

George was puzzled, but Linlong was suddenly shocked: “What, you are the Eight
Desolation Book of Heaven?”

A slight smile in the sky: “Exactly.”

George looked into Linlong at this time, but he clearly saw his whole face pale, obviously
shocked, even his body was trembling slightly.

“Linlong, what’s the matter?” George frowned.

Linlong smiled miserably: “Three thousand, I really don’t know whether you should say
that you are out of shit luck, or that you have fallen out of blood mold, do you know what
the Eight Desolation Book of Heaven is?”



George shook his head in confusion.

“The Book of the Eight Desolations, the legend is a kind of divine object that existed
when the Bafang World was born. It recorded the names of all the true gods in the
Bafang World, whether in the past, present, or in the future, so it is also called the Book
of Gods. But unfortunately, This thing is an unknown thing. According to legend,
everyone who has met it will never escape death. In addition, it is also good and evil.
Therefore, for tens of millions of years, everyone has forgotten it.” Lin Long explained
Tao.

After hearing these words, George was a little worried. It seemed that he was lucky or
unlucky when he met it.

“Little snake, you are misunderstanding me. People who are not worthy of me are
naturally damned. This is a normal result. How can it be said that this is unknown?
Secondly, life is alive, good and evil, evil and righteous. , What is evil, what is
righteousness, and who can distinguish clearly?” The voice burst out with a smile, not
angry at what Linlong said.

“However, when the guests come, they are here. According to my hospitality rules, let’s
have a pot of tea first, okay?”

As soon as the voice fell, the surrounding world was suddenly distorted, and then the
whole world changed its color, and in a fleeting moment, the whole world suddenly
turned into a huge forest.

Before George got used to it, he suddenly moved around. All the trees around him were
like a pack of wolves, twisting their bodies, branching into growing hands, and rushing
towards George frantically.

George didn’t dare to take it lightly, holding the jade sword in his hand, aiming at the
rushing tree trunk, and leaping forward and cutting!

“brush!”

The trunk was cut in half by a sword!

“what?”

But what George did not expect was that the tree trunk that had just been cut into two
sections by George suddenly reconnected.

Damn, these tree trunks can regenerate, and they regenerate instantly!

Without time to think about it, the surrounding trees were densely packed like spider
webs, attacking George again.



This past was an hour, and George was panting and exhausted, but not only did the
surrounding trees not diminish in the slightest, even a single leaf was not diminished.

These things are simply inexhaustible.

Just when George was very angry, suddenly the whole world was distorted again.

He stood in the middle, unable to reflect, staring at the drastically changing world.

“brush!!”

“Roar!”

Suddenly, there was a sound of water, and the sky was like a sea, and then it was
turned over and poured down, and the sky full of water suddenly fell from the sky. In the
huge wave, there was more spray Jackie Chan, tearing and roaring towards George
rushed down.

George scolded his mother for a while, holding his long sword firmly in his hand, and
attacked directly at the water dragons.

But almost as George expected, these water dragons are exactly the same as those
trees, and they are simply lingering and inexhaustible.

Although George had a self-cultivation base, but faced with these seemingly weak
defensive things, but in fact, they were constantly reborn, and he really punched the
cotton, and his whole body was boring.

Soon, the water in the sky was getting closer and closer to the top of George. When the
water dragon was cut off, there would always be some splashes. These splashes had
already made George soaked and he was wearing clothes to guard against Buddha. It
was like swimming in the water.

“There are fucking trees and water. It’s really a pot of good tea.” George smiled grimly,
his lungs hurt.

“After the tea is drunk, let’s order a chicken, what do you think?” The voice suddenly
came out again in the sky.

Called the chicken? !
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